Twitter Analysis Activity

1. Read through the Twitter post below (can also be found at this link by scrolling down the page: https://twitter.com/Engine26Studios/status/844385726267609088

2. Look up/Google every hashtag attached to the post to see what those mean. Write their definitions below:

3. Look up key words and phrases attached to the post to see what they could mean. Write each key word or phrase alongside its possible definitions below.

4. Look up any memes that are referenced (directly or implicitly) in the post. Write the definition/history of each of those memes below.

5. Identify any allusions/references imbedded in the post. Write the definition of each of those below.

6. Wrap up analysis by summarizing/explaining the meaning of the WHOLE post below:
Twitter Analysis Activity

1. Read through the Twitter post below. Can also be found at this link: https://twitter.com/Lewdblockify/status/844343200399572992

2. Look up/Google every hashtag attached to the post to see what those mean. Write their definitions below:

3. Look up key words and phrases attached to the post to see what they could mean. Write each key word or phrase alongside its possible definitions below.

4. Look up any memes that are referenced (directly or implicitly) in the post. Write the definition/history of each of those memes below.

5. Identify any allusions/references imbedded in the post. Write the definition of each of those below.

6. Wrap up analysis by summarizing/explaining the meaning of the WHOLE post below:
Twitter Analysis Activity

1. Read through the Twitter post below. You can also find the post online here: https://twitter.com/starcrosswolf/status/842380834971697152

2. Look up/Google every hashtag attached to the post to see what those mean. Write their definitions below:

3. Look up key words and phrases attached to the post to see what they could mean. Write each key word or phrase alongside its possible definitions below.

4. Look up any memes that are referenced (directly or implicitly) in the post. Write the definition/history of each of those memes below.

5. Identify any allusions/references imbedded in the post. Write the definition of each of those below.

6. Wrap up analysis by summarizing/explaining the meaning of the WHOLE post:
Twitter Analysis Activity

1. Read through the Twitter post below. You can also find the post online here: https://twitter.com/JamesMo0dy/status/840193672767557632

2. Look up/Google every hashtag attached to the post to see what those mean. Write their definitions below:

3. Look up key words and phrases attached to the post to see what they could mean. Write each key word or phrase alongside its possible definitions below.

4. Look up any memes that are referenced (directly or implicitly) in the post. Write the definition/history of each of those memes below.

5. Identify any allusions/references imbedded in the post. Write the definition of each of those below.

6. Wrap up analysis by summarizing/explaining the meaning of the WHOLE post:

![Twitter Post](https://example.com/twitter-post)
Twitter Analysis Activity

1. Read through the Twitter post below. You can also find the post online here: https://twitter.com/BGC_RealWorld/status/841469645341220864

2. Look up/Google every hashtag attached to the post to see what those mean. Write their definitions below:

3. Look up key words and phrases attached to the post to see what they could mean. Write each key word or phrase alongside its possible definitions below.

4. Look up any memes that are referenced (directly or implicitly) in the post. Write the definition/history of each of those memes below.

5. Identify any allusions/references imbedded in the post. Write the definition of each of those below.

6. Wrap up analysis by summarizing/explaining the meaning of the WHOLE post:
BGCRealWorldTweets @BGC_Re... Mar 13
Raven winning #TheBachelor vs Vanessa
#TheBachelorFinale #NotMyBachelor